
PVYNE
Conscious 
Hip Hop Artist



After graduating college, Pvyne
invested all his time, money, and
energy in to music; this led to
him releasing his first full length  
project, "Reality Check: Season
One" (2015), paying tribute to his
late mother, Mama V. During this
time frame was the conception
and birth of We the Future and a
personal rebrand: PVYNE. Over
time, PVYNE has become an
influence in the Orlando, Florida
creative scene through live
performances at and event
coordination for countless shows
across the city. In the year 2022,
PVYNE is entering a new chapter
in his career. Starting with the
January release of single "Wavy",
PVYNE, will be releasing a
hurricane of music throughout
the year including EPs, full
length albums, and plenty more
singles to come.

PVYNE
AKA

B PVYNE

PVYNE, born Brandon Javon
Pvyne, is the owner Orlando
Based company We the Future,
as well as a conscious and
versatile hip hop performer. His
career began with developing his
skills in elementary school and
eventually throughout college.
During this time, he gained a
buzz from selling and handing
out his first mixtape, "Crave"
(2011). Promoting himself as "B.
Payne", his buzz would
eventually put him on track to
get his first radio placeement
and begin performing at shows. 

ABOUT





Social Media

(Icons are Linked)

@IAMPVYNE

@vivalapvyne

@IAMPVYNE

@IAMPVYNE

49

3.4k

203

4.6k

https://www.instagram.com/iampvyne/
https://www.youtube.com/c/IAMPVYNE/featured
https://twitter.com/IAMPVYNE
https://www.tiktok.com/@vivalapvyne


STREAMING
(ALL PLATFORMS) 

4.1k plays in 2021 2.1k plays in 2021

Linked Linked

https://open.spotify.com/artist/1Wnh6pdUVcogpXmOY5Ts1E?si=99rEa4a_SKybdF3Jfmzmcw
https://music.apple.com/us/artist/pvyne/1056852611


PRESS
(LINKED)

https://www.wtfmvmt.com/post/let-me-put-you-on-conscious-creator-iampvyne
https://tswmagazine.com/wtf-all-about-the-network/
https://femimagazine.com/?p=5889


UCF Arena
Performance

ACCOLADES

(2019)

Okeechobee
Fest

Performance
(2018)



Latest Release

Wavy (January 28, 2022) 
 In Pvyne’s own words, "Wavy" is a song that communicates the
“sentiments of the elders from the mouths of the youths". It is meant
to be an artistic example of his journey with success as an
independent artist and entrepreneur that listeners can not only relate
to, but learn from.  



DISCOGRAPHY
RCS1 (Reality Check Season 1) - 2015

CVNCER - 2017

RSC1 (Reality Check Season 1) was created during PVYNE's
time in college at UCF, drawing inspiration from the classic
movie, "The Truman Show". It's meant to be a soundtrack to
real life and experiences many are too prideful to speak on.

An  exploration of PVYYNE's zodiac sign through music, 
 featuring many friends during that period of his life. 

A celebration of mental freedom coined by its opening line,
"I'm back to bein myself". Insipred by the revolutionary
voices of music like Bob Marley and the meditative
practices of the Eastern world, this song captures an
earthly, feel - good vibe mixed with a duty to live freely with
a sense of urgency.

Revolution - 2020

On Deck - 2020
"On Deck" is a track with heavy old school inspiration with
in the production and melodies. This song is about staying
on deck. It fully encompasses the phrase, "stay ready, and
you don't have to get ready."



DISCOGRAPHY
Love - 2021

Bawsy - 2021

Aesthetic - 2021

A mellow track about the true essensse of love. Not
romance, intamacy or lust, but the emotion and thing
that truly brings humanity together. 

This is a feel good song where PVYNE speaks about his
perspective as an entreprenuer and the mind set
behind it. This song is confidence inspiring, insightful,
and perfect for anyone looking to listen to something
that will inspire them to act and elevate. 

"Aesthetic" is an intropective song with heavy themes of
the journey of finding self. It's an honest track about the
ups and downs of  losing and discovering one's purpose,
finding the confidence to lean into it, and continue to
better self. 



PHOTOS



Upcoming Shows
Hidden Hippies Tour 
TBD

PVYNE and the Hidden Gems
TBD



Average Stage Plot 

Mics Drum Riser

DJ Riser

PVYNE 

BG Vox



CONTACT

Management

WTF Movement

Arianna "Ari" Gonzalez
Dare and Defy Management
941.929.8179
dareanddefymanagement@gmail.com

Brandon Payne
We The Future LLC
321.350.5177
wtfmvmt@gmail.com


